
Introduction: Paraconsistent Logics 

The papers in this volume are ~11 on the  subject of p~raconsistency. 
This in t roduct ion locates the  p~pers in their  context  and  also provides 
a smwey ef the  general areg. 

l .  Paraconsistency: its definition and its rationale 

Let  l? be ~J relat ion of logical consequence. L~ may  be defined either 
semantical ly (Z Ib A holds iH for some specified set of valuations,  wherever 
all the  formulas in X gre t rue  under  an  evaluation~ so is A) or proof theoreti-  
cally (ZtP A holds iff for some specified set of rules, there  is a der ivat ion 
of A~ all of whose (undischarged) premises ~re in Z), or in some other way. 
I~ is explosive iff for ~ll A ~nd B {A, ~ A }  I~ B. I t  is paraconsistent iff i~ 
is no t  explosive. A logic is paraconsistent iff its logical consequence relat ion 
is o. 

Le t  Z be a set of sentences. X is inconsistent iff, for some A, {A, ~ A }  
c Z. X is trivial iff for all B, B ~ Z. The impor t an t  fact  ~bout p~raconsis- 
t en t  logics is t ha t  t hey  provide the  bgsis for inconsistent  bu t  non-trivial  
theories. I n  other  words, there gre sets of sentences closed under  logical 
consequence which are inconsistent  bu t  non-trivial.  This fact  is sometimes 
t aken  as an al ternat ive definition of ~paraconsistent' and,  given tha t  
logical consequence is transit ive,  it  is equivalent to our definition3 For  
this re~son we c~ll inconsistent  bu t  non-trivial  theories paraconsistent. 
The equivalence indicates one reason why  paraconsis tent  logics are wor thy  
of s tudy.  ~or  there are impor tan t  inconsistent  theories which ~re no~ 
trivial. Any  analysis of their  logical s t ructure  mus t  therefore be done 
using ~ paraconsis tent  logic. Clearly, to adopt  ~ n  explosive logic such as 
~rege/Russel l  or intui t ionist  logic would trivialise them.  

His tory  abounds with examples of pu t , cons i s t en t  theories:  the  ~ewton-  
Leibniz version of the  calculus, Cantor 's set theory,  early quan tum mecha- 
nics, Hegel's dialectic, etc. And  we might  add  to the  list, cer tain other 

0 If a logic is defined in terms of a set of theses it may have n~orc than one assoo 
elated consequence relation. For example, {A 1 ... An}lb B iff b (A1A ... AAn)--->B or 

A1-->(... ->(An~B ) ..) In this case all its associated consequence relations should 
be paraconsistent. 

1 The proof is this: if Z is an inconsistent but non-trivial theory, then obviously 
the consequence relation is paraconsistent. Conversely, suppose that {A, ~A} sos Ib B. 
Let X be the transitive closure of {A, HA} under logical consequence. Then 2: is incon- 
sistent but ~ ~ X. 
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bodies of information, which, whilst not theories in the standard sense can 
be thought of a~ logically closed. These include many bodies of law, parti- 
cularly constitutions. The thesis that  these theories are non-triviM but 
inconsistent, and not just prima facie inconsistent, can be given a solid 
philosophical basis. 2 

One paraconsistent theory has been part icular ly important for the 
motivation of paraconsistent logic: naive set theory. Since we will have 
several occasions to refer to it we will specify it now. Naive set theory is 
the theory in a first order (intensionM) language whose only predicate is ~e', 
and whose postulates are 

1) 3yVx(x  e yr where ~0 is arbitrary 

2) ( V x  (x e z<-~x e y ) }  I~ z = y 

This theory captures the naive notion of set, viz. a set is the extension of 
an arbitrary property, l~usselFs paradoxes and similar contradictions are 
simply forthcoming by the usual arguments. 

We can take paraconsistency to be the view that  there are important 
paraconsistent theories. A position that  needs to be distinguished from 
paraconsisteney is the view that  there are certain true contradictions. We 
will use "diMetheia" to mean "true contradiction". Thus we can call 
this position diMetheism. Obviously diMetheism implies paraeonsistency 
since if there are diMetheias in some non-triviM domain, the set of true 
sentences of that  domain will be an important paraconsistent theory. 
The converse implication does not hold however. One might hold that  
even though the Truth is consistent there are paraconsistent theories 
which are interesting and important,  perhaps sometimes because they 
approximate to the truth.  

Like many novel theories (including (3antor's theory of the infinite 
and special relativity), diMetheism runs against deeply seated views, and 
people tend to find it b~ffling. However unfamiliarity is not an argument 
against a view, and cogent arguments against dialetheism are much more 
difficult to find than philosophers have thought. 

Prima facie examples of diMetheias are fairly easily produced by con- 
sidering multicriteriM terms, dialectical situations, etc. :But perhaps the 
most persuasive examples are the logicM paradoxes. The set theoretic and 
semantic p~r~doxes are notorious. They appear to be perfectly sound 
arguments with contradictory conclusions and, of course, if they are, 
diMetheism is tra~. l~oreover all at tempts to diagnose a fMlure in the 
arguments remain problem~tic, even after 80 years of their intense study. 

We will not attemp~ bhis here since we have done so elsewhere. All the claims in 
this section are argued a~ greater length in Paraconsistent JSogie, eds. G. Priest, 
:R. Routley and J. Norman, Philosophic Verlag (forthcoming), ch. 1. 
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:Furthermore there are theoretical reasons why any "solution" will be 
inadequate. These issues are discussed in the paper by Priest in this col- 
lection. 

If dialetheism is correct, then Logic (the theory of the correct~ most 
general principles of inference) must obviously be paraeonsistent, tIowever~ 
it may well be that  with the correct understanding l~rege/Russell logic 
can be used in certain restricted domains, viz. consistent ones. This is 
in fact so, though obtaining a correct understanding of the mutter  is 
a sensitive business. 

2. A brief history of paraconsistent symbolic logic 

I t  is certainly possible to point to figures in the history of philosophy 
who at least made allowance for non-trivial inconsistent theories or worlds~ 
or who must have accepted the idea that  the correct logical consequence 
relation is paraconsistent. Any dialetheist, such as Heg@ must have had 
to do so on pain of triviality of his philosophy. However formal paraeonsis- 
tent  logics are a creature of this century. Their design is~ in a sense, a reac- 
tion to classical (i.e. Frege/Russell) logic. 

The dominant logical paradigm before this cen tu ry  was, of course~ 
Aristotelian logic. The major part  of this was the theory of the syllogism. 
Though Al"istotelians held that  a contradiction cannot be true, Aristo. 
telian syllogistic is not explosive. However, like a purely positive logic 
it is not paraconsistcnt either. The point is that  the poverty of the forms 
of syllogistic inference and its associated grammatical forms makes it 
impossible to ask the question of what follows from a contradiction. 

However it is quite possible to build on to Aristotelean syllogistic 
the machinery for expressing this problem. One way, used in the C19th 7 
is by the theory of immediate inference inherited from the Stoics. Another 
is by adding a new class of judgements 'S is P and not-P'  and considering 
rules for the non-trivial consequences of a member of this class. This latter 
possibility was investigated by the l~ussian logician Yasil'ev about 1911. 3 

The paradigm that  replaced Aristotelian logic, viz. classical logic was~ of 
course, anything but pal~aconsistent. The :Frege/Russell account of logical 
consequence was the legitimate descendant of celtain medieval accounts of 
implication. What was much more 1-evolutionary than their logic itself 
was the methodology they brought to logic. The methodological techniques 
they used, such as a separate analysis of the quantifier~ axiomatization, and, 
in a rudimentary form, the syntactic/semantic distinetion~ revolutionised 
our conception of what a fol"mal logic should be like. 

3 l~or ~ full discussion of the material in this section and the rest of the history of 
paraconsistent logic, see Priest and others, op cir.,  ch. 1. 
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The first person to conceive o f  the possibility of a paraconsistent 
formal logic, in the modern sense, was probably ~ukasiewicz (1910). 
However, the first person to produce one was his pupil Ja~kowski (1948). 
Jagkowski's basic idea is to take ' true'  to be ~true according to the position 
of some person (e.g. in a discussion)'. This we can represent logically as 
' true in some possible world (the world of that  person's position)'. Then 
a pair of formula.s A, NA,  can be "true" without an arbitrary formula B 
being true. 

In the 1950s work on paraconsistent logic began independently in South 
America. Asenjo (1954) and da 0osta started to study paraeonsistent 
systems. Of these the most widely developed systems are those of 
da Costa. His approach was basically to graft on to ordinary positive logic 
a "negation" operator which is not t ru th  functional. If A takes the value 0, 
then NA takes the value 1. But if A takes the value 1, ~--A may have 
value 1 or 0. 

A third, and again independent~ approach can also be traced back to 
the late 1950s. At this time in l~orth America Anderson and Belnap, 
taking off from the work of Ackerm~nn, started to produce logical systems 
that  were relevant i.e. which avoided the paradoxes of implication. For 
present purposes we can define a relevant propositional logic to be one 
in which if {A~ ... An} Ib B, B and A~ A ... A A.  share a propositional 
parameter. Anderson and Belnap's intention was not to produce a paracon- 
sistent logic as such. However their logics were p~raconsistent. The paracon- 
sistent aspect of relevant logic was later taken up in Australia by the 
present authors, l~eedless to say, we think that  the relevant approach 
to paraconsistency is best, though we will not argue it here. 4 

Paraconsistent logic is now a rapidly growing and widely spreading 
subject. All three of the approaches cited above (and some others) together 
with their applications and philosophical rationale are being investigated. 
The main centres at the moment are Australia, Eastern Europe and South 
America, though there are a growing number of workers in Western Ettrope. 
I t  must be confessed tha t  in North America p~raeonsistency has, until 
very recently, fallen on largely stony ground. 

3. Formal paraconsistcnt logic 

~Ve will now discuss the ttn~ce basle approaches to paraeonsistency in 
a little more technical detail, s We can call the three approaches (in the 
order we introduced them above) the non-adjunctive approach, the "posi- 
tive logic plus" approach and the relevant approach. 

4 The argument  can be fouad in Pr ies t  and  others,~op cit., eh. 5. 

A longer discussion of:the mater ia l  in this section can be found in Pr ies t  and others,  
loc, cit, 
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a) The non-adjunctive approach 
The salient fea ture  of this approach,  as the  name suggests,  is the  rejec- 

t ion of ad junc t ion :  A,  B / A A  B. This arises s t ra ightforwardly  f rom Jag- 
kowski 's  approach as a l ready explained, in the  following way.  II  M is 
a Kr ipke  model  Of some modal  logic, say $5, let us say tha t  A is M- t rue  
iff (} A is t rue  in M. Then we define (A1 ... Am} I~ B as : for all M ei ther  A 1 
or ... A m is not  M-true,  or B is M-true.  The failure of (A, N A }  1~ A ^ N A  
is now apparent .  Bu t  if we th ink  of the  consequence relat ion as relat ing 
pure ly  t ru th-funct ionM formulas,  it is a fairly useless one. For  it can be  
shown tha t  (A1 ... As} t~ B iff for some 1 ~ i ~ n, {Ai} [~ B.  ~ o r e o v e r  
(At} I~ B iff B is an ordinary two valued consequence of A t. Thus there  
is no essentially mult ipremiss inference, and the  single premiss  case is jus t  
classical. 

One solution to this p rob lem is to consider various intensionM connec- 
tives. Str ict  implicat ion would do, b u t  following Jagkowski  people  have  
used a s t ronger  " implicat ion" called ~discursive implicat ion ~, ~ ~. A ~ ~B is 
def ined simply as (}A ~ B. I t  is easily checked t h a t  {A, A ~ B }  Ib B and  
Jagkowski  showed tha t  the  pure  ~ f ragment  of the  logic is the  pure  calculus 
e l  mater ia l  implication. Clearly however  larger f ragments  do not  coincide 
wi th  their  classical counterpar ts .  Fo r  example  A ~g ( ~ A  ~ B )  must  fail. 

This approach to paraconsis teney has been generalized b y  ~ number  of 
writers,  for example  da Costa and Kotas.  ~ In  the  present  collection Btasz- 
czuk invest igates the  family  of logics obta ined b y  tak ing  an a rb i t r a ry  
normal  modal  logic ins tead of S5 and defining ~A is M- t rue  ~ as '~fA is t rue  
in M', where  ~ is an a rb i t ra ry  bu t  f ixed modal i ty  (i.e. s tr ing of (~'s~ [::]'s 
and  negat ion signs). 

Another  solution to the  problem of mult ipremiss inference is to allow~ in 
effect,  a certain amoun t  of conjoining of premisses. B u t  obviously 
we cannot  conjoin t hem all (or we are back  to classical logical conseq- 
uence). So what  conjoining can we do ? An answer  to this quest ion has 
been worked out  b y  Schotch and  Jenn ingsJ  In  essence, we are allowed 
to  conjoin premisses up to maximal  consistency. Specifically let  Z be  
a finite set of formulas. A partition of Z of size n is a family  of sets (at[ i e n} 
such tha t  U ~/ ---- X and if for i, j ~n ,  ~tn~i r O then  i -----j. The level 

of Z, l(Z) is the  least n such tha t  there  is a par t i t ion  of Z oi size n of which 
all members  are (classically) consistent.  I f  there  is no such n, then,  con- 
ventionMly,  l(Z) = co. Logical consequence can now be defined as follows: 

2: l~B iff l(Z) = co or 

6 j .  Kotas, and ~ .  da Costa "On the problem of J~kowsk i  an4 the Logi'es of 
Lukasiewicz", P~'oc. of the 1st Brazilian Conference of Mathematical TJogic, A. Arruda 
vt al. ~.  Holland, 1978. 

7p.  K. Schotch and R. E. Jennings "Inference ~n4 ~eeessity",  Journal of Phito- 
~'o2hical Logic 9, 1980, 329 - 340. 
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I(Z) is finite and for every  part i t ion cf Z of level 
l(E) there  is some member  of the  par t i t ion a such t h a t  
B is a two valued consequence of a. 

Obviously for consistent Z, [~ is the  same eJs classical b. However,  adjunction~ 
of course, still fails. I n  t he  paper  in this collection, Sehotch and Jennings  
consider certain generMizations of the  above idea and  also investigate 
~he connection with moda.1 semantics. 

Our aim here is not  to evaluate  the  various approaches to paraeonsisten- 
ey, However  it will be quite clear a l ready tha t  ncn-adjunet ive  approaches 
to paraeonsis tency do not  take  the  idea of a diMetheias seriously. For  we 
have {An NA}t~  B, and the  only th ing tha t  prevents  {A, H A }  f rom 
blowing up, is the  non-st~Jndard behaviour  of conjunction.  For  this reason 
non-adjunct ive  paraconsistent  logics a r e  unsuitable as the  under lying 
logic of impor tan t  inconsistent theories such as naive set theory.  For  
classieMly 

N x ( x  E R ~ x  ~ x)} ~ B 

and  since the  non-adjunct ive  I~ coincides with classical ~ in the  single 
premiss case, the  same is t rue  of it. 

Rescher and [Brandom, who also pursue a non-adjunct ive  approach 
suggest s tha t  instances of the  abstract ion scheme which lead to tr iviMity 
should be considered as two non-conjoined formulas (e.g. V x ( x  ~ l?-+x ~ x} 
and  Vx(x  ~ x-+x E R)). However,  whatever  the  outcome of this approach~ 
it in fact  gives the  game ~way. I t  concedes the  crucial point,  tha t  we cannot  
consider naive set theory  itself as an integral, coherent  theory.  

fl) The positive logic Flus approach 

To be able to formMise naive set theory  we need a logic which re jec t s  
the  principle {A n ~ A} I~ B, and  if we have this, we can obviously allow 
adjunct ion with impunity.  I n  fact,  we can keep the  whole oi the  positive 
logic s tandard  but  merely  allow for a non-classical behaviour  of negation.  
This brings us to the  "positive logic plus approach".  This starts f rom the  
assumption tha t  positive logic (sometimes classical and  sometimes intui- 
tionistic) is correct~ and  ~dds to it a suitable negation.  This may, of cours% 
be done in different ways. One way is the  way  familiar f rom in tu i t ionism 
of de f in ing  ~ A as A ~ f where f is a trivialising proposition. Obviously 
this will not  give a paraconsistent  logic. However  we could take  instead 
of f cer tain o ther  formulas. I n  his note  in this collection Bunder  considers 
various possible candidates.  

A different  way of adding negation to positive logic has been pursued by  
da Costa and his colleagues. Essentially this amounts  to taking a valuation- 

s N. Rescher and 1~. Brandom, The J5opic of Inconsistency, Blackwell, 1980. Ch. 10. 
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al semantics for a positive logic and then speciiying the conditions on 
the evaluation of ,,o A de novo. The simplest example of this is provided 
by taking the standard two valued valuations for classical positive logic 
and then requiring that  a valuation ~ be such that  

i f ~ ( A ) = 0 , ~ ( N A ) = I  9 (,) 
X I~ B can now be defined in the obvious way: 

XI~B iff for all v, either 3 A  e Z v ( A )  = 0 or v (B)  = 1. 

Stronger paraconsistent logics can be obtained by adding further condi- 
tions on valuations of formulas containing negation~ though we cannot 
require the converse of (,) without producing classical logic. In  a similar 
way, if we take a suitable valuational semantics for positive intuitionist 
logic and add the conditions (,) and 

i f ~ ( N ~ A )  = 1 ,  ~ ( A ) = I  (**) 

we obtain da 0osta's system C,. The addition of further conditions pro- 
duces members of da CostaSs hierarchy of systems C~s 1 ~ n. 

In  his paper in this collection s Alves works with the predicate exten- 
sion of the system which is the same as C1 except that  (**) is s t rengthened 
to a bi-conditional. Ite shows that  many of the standard results of clas- 
sical model theory have natural analogues in the model theory of this sys- 
tem. 

I t  will be iah-ly clear from what we have said that  the "negation"~ 
of da 0osta's systems is fairly weak. (Indeed its semantical conditiont 
(,), suggests that  ~ '  is not really a contradictory forming operator a 
all but a subeontrary forming operator. Thus although there are t rue  
formulas of the form A ^ ~ A one might argue that  the notion oi a t rue  
contradiction is not taken seriously). Given the basic assumption of this 
approach this is no accident. For given the strength of the positive par t  
of the logic s even fairly mild negation principles collapse the logic into 
a classical one. l~or example the fact that  the C systems contain the paradox 
of implication 

A ~ (B ~ A) 

means that  adding contraposition 

( A = B )  n ( ~ B ~  N A )  

almost imuedia te ly  produces the unacceptable 

A ~ ( , ~ A = B ) .  

The weakness of negation makes da Costa's logics somewhat problematical. 
l~or example~ the failure of eontraposition results in the general failure 

9 See D. Batens "Paraconsistent Extensional Propositional [Logics", Logique e$ 
Analyse, 1980, 90-91,  195-234. 
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of  the  principle of the  subs t i tu t iv i ty  of provable  equivalents :  

I f  I~ A _= B then  I~ C(A) ~ G(B) 

(where ----is defined as usual). This in tu rn  implies tha t  we cannot  pro- 
duce  a L indenbaum algebr~ for the  C systems in the  normal  way.  In  fact  
~ o r t e n s e n  has proved tha t  a non-trivial  L indenbaum algebra for C~ 
canno t  be  produced  in any way. ~~ The fact  tha t  there  is no L indenbaum 
algebra might  not  seem to be  a substant ia l  philosophical (as opposed to 
technicM) problem bu t  in fact  it is. :For it implies tha t  there  are no recur- 
s ire  semantics of a su i t ab le  kind. n There are well-known arguments  for 
the  fact  tha t  philosophically adequate  semantics mus t  be  recursive. 

Notwi ths tanding  the  above,  there  can, of course, be algebraic struc- 
*ures which are related to the  C logics ill-interesting ways.  In  their paper  
in this collection Carnielli and Alcantaru discuss certain such s t ructures  
which  they  call ~da Costa algebras' ,  and for which they  prove  a suitable 
representa t ion theorem. 

7) The relevant approach 

The fac t  tha t  the  problems of the  previous approach s tem from the  
s t rength of the  posit ive logic suggests tha t  this should be  weakened.  Of 
cours% there  are independent  arguments  for reject ing such pure  implica- 
t ional  formulas as A = (B = A) and this brings ns to the  last of the  three  
approaches  to paraeons is teney we ment ioned:  the  re levant  one. A conse- 
quence  relat ion for a proposit ional  language is relevant~ if, wherever  it 
holds~ there  is a proposit ional  var iable  shared be tween  the conclusion 
and a premiss. :Relevant logics m a y  be approached in many  different  
ways .  Even  if we restr ict  ourselves to semantic approaches,  there  are 
still  several. 

The most  long-standing semantics for re levant  logics are those of l~out- 
l ey  and ~ e y e r .  These are a world- type semantics. Conjunct ion and disjun- 
ction behave  in the  usual  way  a t  each world, viz. ~(AAB co) = 1 iff 
v(A co) = 1  and v(B o~) = 1 ;  v ( A v B  w) = 1  ifi v(A co) = ]  or 
:v(B ~o) = 1; bu t  the  most  significant aspect  of the  semantics f rom a para- 
consistent  point  of view is the  t r ea tmen t  of negation. Each  world ,o, is 
cor re la ted  with an "opposi te"  ~o* (such tha t  co** = m). The t ru th  condi- 
tion for negation is then  s imply v ( ~ A  o~) = 1 iff v(A ~o*) ~ 1. 

I t  is a simple exercise to show tha t  there  may  be a v and a m such tha t  
v(A A ~ A co) = 1. The other  major  aspect  of the  semantics is the  t ru th  
~eondition for-~. The s tandard  t ru th  condit ion f o r  I-3 (strict implication) 

10 C. Mortensen "Every  Quotient Algebr~ for C 1 is Trivial  " ~Votre Dame Jou~'nal 
,of Eormal Logic X X I ,  1980, 694-700. 

xl See Priest and others, op cir., eh. 5, fn. 29. 
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uses u b inary  relation.  Those for -+ use a similar t e r n a r y  relat ion and  are 
g i v e n t h u s : v ( A - * B  ~o) = l i f f f o r a l l a ,  b s u c h t h a t  R w a b e i t h e r v ( A  a) =/: 
1 or v ( B  b) = 1. (A1 ... A ~ } l b B i f f v ( A ~  A ... A A ~ - ~ B  T) = 1, where T is 
t he  buse world of the  model. As with modal  logic, vurious conditions on R 
give rise to various logics. 

I t  might  be though t  t ha t  the  wuy a paraconsis tent is t  ought  to proceed 
is to let evaluations range not  over {0, 1} but  over the  power set of {0, 1} 
(so thut  an evaluat ion os {0, 1} corresponds to ~ sentence being both  t rue  
and  false). I n  his paper  in this collection l~outley shows how the  semantics 
ol re levant  logics can be reworked in this wuy. I f  this is done, the  need 
for the  �9 operat ion disappears. The cost oi t h e  reworking is t h a t  we have  
to add a.nother relation S which does for 0 what  R does for 1. 

All logics we have considered so far  have  sets of theses which are subsets 
of t ha t  of classicul logic. However  it is not  difficult to f ind plausible theses 
which are not  theorems of classical logic. One of these  is the  connexivist  
principle, commonly  culled :Aristotle', ~ ( A - ~  ~ A ) .  When  Aristot le  
is udded to classical logic inconsistency,  indeed tr ivial i ty,  results. This 
need not  be the  ease however  if Aristotle is added to a re levant  logic. I n  
his paper  in this collection 3~ortensen discusses the  semantic  condit ion 
of Aristotle in a slight generalisation of l~outley nnd Meyer semantics 
suituble for consistent connexive logics. If  Aristotle is added to normal  
re levant  logics, inconsistency but  not  t r ivial i ty results. 5Iortensen also 
discusses the  appropriate  semantics for the  Anderson and  Belnap sys tem 
/~ plus Aristotle. This is the  only logic discussed in this volume which is 
not  only pg~raconsistent bu t  inconsistent.  

E x  falso quodlibet is obviously a crucial principle f rom a paraeonsis tent  
point  of view. But  a principle ulmost as impor t an t  ( though not  near ly  so 
widely debated) is the  assert ion principle 

The reason is t ha t  m a n y  impor tan t  theories are trivialised by  this prin- 
ciple. For  exumpl% naive set t heo ry  is trivialised thus: 

{1) 
(2) 
{3) 
(~) 

V x ( x  e r  ~ x ~ p ) )  
C e C ~ ( r  e C-->p) 
C e CA (C e C - ~ p ) ~ p  
C e C A C ~ C ~ p  

{5) C e C-+p 
(6) C e r 
(7) p 

Abstract ion 
Ins tan t ia t ion  f rom (1) 
Assertion 
Subst i tu t iv i ty  of bi-entai lments  
f rom (2), (3) 
Since A -~A A A 
1V[odus ponens f rom (5)~ (2) 
Modus loonens f rom (5), (6) 

12 Which should not be confused with modus ponens {A, A-+B} it- B. 
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In fact, this is just a variant of the Curry--Moh Shaw Kwei paradox. I~' 
Derivation of the  pardox usually proceeds f rom the  absorption principle Wr 

{A-~(n -~B)}  ~t ( A - , B ) .  

However  under  weak assumptions W is a simple consequence of the  asser- 
t ion principle. 14 Thus, any  logic which admits W is not  complete ly  sat i -  
sfactory as a paraeonsistent  logic. I n  fact,  all the  logics we considered in 
the  first two approaches admi t  W, as do a number  of re levant  logics,. 
including the  original and  elect systems of Anderson and Belnap% work,. 
E, t~, and  T. This makes it impor tan t  to invest igate re levant  logics irr 
which W (and Consequently assertion) fail. I n  his paper  in this collection 
Slaney investigates the  logics obtained by  dropping the  principle W from 
/t~ E, and T, using a proof technique of Xeye r  called metavMuation.  Is' 

What ,  however,  is wrong with assertion? There are several possible 
answers to this. According to one, logical consequence should take  no t ice  
of the  number  of t imes a premiss is used in inferring the  conclusion. T h u s  
since A ^ (A -+B) is used twice in inferring B -- once to obtain A and  once  
to o b t a i n  A-+B,  {AA, (A~B) ,  A ^ ( A ~ B ) }  It B is acceptable whilst  as- 
sertion is not.  Of course, the  set in this expression now needs to be u n d e r -  
stood as a mult iset  and  not  an ordinary  one. ~6 

Another  possibility ~7 is t ha t  we might  conceive implications to f o r m  
a h ierarchy with the  number  of nested implications de termining  the  leve~ 
of a formula in the  hierarchy.  The suggestion then  is tha t  the  levels a re  - 
immiscible, in the  sense tha t  to get  to a conclusion of level ~ we mus t  have  . 
a premiss of level n present.  This obviously rules out  W. ~oreover ,  ii~ 
seems plausible to suppose tha t  the  premiss of a correct  logical consequenc~ 
mus t  be re levant  to the  conclusion at the  same level, and a na tura l  way to  
express this in a propositional logic is by  the  demand  tha t  if {A} It B r 

A and B must  have a common variable at  the  same "dep th"  (i.e. to t he  
same degree of nest ing within-+%). This condit ion has been called by  Brady~ 
for obvious reasons, "depth  re levance".  Dep th  relevance thus  provides  
a necessary condition for a correct  logical consequence and  the  an teceden t  
of the  assertion principle is not  depth  re levant  to its consequent .  I n  his  
paper  in this collection Brady  proves the  depth  relevance of an imp0rtan~ 
class of re levant  logics. 

1~ See R. Meyer, R. Rout ley  a n d  J. Dunn "Curry 's  Pa radox" ,  Aualysis 39, 1979, 
124- 8. 

14 See w 3.9, R. Rout ley et al., Relevant YJogies and Their ~ivals, Ridgeview, CMifo- 
rnia ,  1982. 

~s See A. Anderson and X. Belnap, Entailment, Prince ton  ILP. ,  1975, w 22.3. 
1~ This l ine of thought  is taken  fur ther  in R. iY[eyer and M. ]~[cRobbie 'Mult iset~ 

and  Relevant  Impl ica t ion ' ,  Australasian Journal of Philosophy, 60, 1982, 107-139. 
17 Suggested by  J. Myhil l  "Levels of Impl i ca t ion"  in The .Loqieal Enterprise eds. 

A. Anderson et al., Yale U.P.,  1975. 
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A somewhat  different approach,  which results in a re levant  logic is t ha t  
of Tennant  in this collection. Consider the  sequent  corresponding to ex 

fa lse  quodlibvt A ^  ..~ A :B. This is classically unfalsifiable. Howeve r  it 
owes this fact  to the  classical unverif iabi l i ty  of its antecedent .  This shows 
t ha t  it is A A ~ A:  which is the  basic logical fact.  The B is jus t  "noise".  
:Let us call a sequent  perfectly valid if it is classically valid bu t  has no clas- 
s ical ly valid proper  subsequent .  Wha t  we are in teres ted in then  is saquents  
t h a t  are perfect ly  valid, or rather,  since a logic should be  closed under  sub- 
.stitution, sequents tha t  can be obta ined f rom perfect ly  valid sequents  b y  
subst i tut ion.  Tennant  calls these  Entailments. Enta i lment  is easily seen to 
b e  relevant .  

Another  fact  abou t  Entai lments ,  easily checked, is tha t  if B is a classi- 
.eal logical consequence of some consistent  set X, then  some finite subset  
of Z Entails  B. Thus Enta i lment  preserves the  s t rength  of classical logic 
as far  as the  deduct ion of theorems f rom consis tent  axioms goes. However ,  
t rans i t iv i ty  fails for Entai lment .  Each  of the  following is an Entai lment .  

pA N p  : p A ( ~ p v q ) ,  p ^ ( ~ p v q )  :q, 
~vhilst p ^  ~ p  :q is not. 

Still  it is possible to characterise those Situations in which t rans i t iv i ty  
holds in a ve ry  simple and  na tura l  way.  

The second of t he  above  Enta i lments  is, of eourse~ the  dis junct ive  
.syllogism. S tandard  re levant  logics admit  t rans i t iv i ty  bu t  not  the  disjunc- 
t ive  syllogism. The disjunct ive syllogism is jus t  the  assert ion principle 
for  material  implication and, in v i r tue  of wha t  we have said abou t  asser- 
t ion, it is not  surprising tha t  Entai lment ,  satisfying the  dis junct ive syl- 
logism, permits  Curry- type  paradoxes  ( though in v i r tue  of the  general 
failure of t rans i t iv i ty  it does not  follow immediately) .  Thus En ta i lmen t  
is unsui table  as the  relation of logical consequences for m a n y  inconsis tent  
theories. 

4. Inconsistent theories 

Having  surveyed t h e  various approaches to paraeonsis tent  logic, let 
us move on to their  use in formalising inconsistent  theories, is One of the  
mos t  significant advances  in 19th cen tu ry  mathemat ics  was C~ntor's 
invest igat ion of the  infinite. Unti l  then  the  infinite had  of ten been though t  
of as amorphous  and sometimes b e y o n d  the  bounds  of rat ional  investiga- 
t ion. Cantor showed tha t  the  infinite has a de terminate  and impor tan t  
s t ruc ture  invest igable b y  quite  rat ional  techniques.  In  m a n y  ways,  wha t  
Cantor did for the  infinite, paraeonsis tency does for the  inconsistent.  
Tha t  the  inconsistent  has a determinate  s t ructure  discoverable b y  ration[d 

is The material in this section is discussed in greater detM1 in Priest and others, 
ol) eft., oh. 14. 
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investigation is no longer in doubt.  What that is, is still largely an open 
question. 

This will be determined only by the investigation of inconsistent 
theories, which investigations are still in their infancies. The only theory 
tha t  has received any work so far is naive set theory. Inconsistent sets have 
been shown to have some interesting but not very surprising properties. ~ 
Perhaps the most surprising result so far is the proof of the axiom of choice 
in naive set theory. S~ This is well known to be independent of virtually al~ 
standard set theories. 

There are many other inconsistent theories which beg to be investiga- 
ted. One is naive semantics, the theory of semantically closed languages 
(see the article by Priest in this collection). Two more are woi%h a special 
but  brief mention. One is the early theory of the cMculus~ particularly 
the theory oi infinitesimals. At different times in the calculation of a deri- 
vative it has to be assumed that  an infinitesimal is non-zero and that  it 
is zero. This was pointed out by many contemporary writers, such as 
Berkeley. (It is sometimes suggested that  ~obinson's reworking of the  
calculus in non-standard analysis shows that  the early calculus was really 
consistent. But though nonstandard analysis is a beautiful theory~ to sup- 
pose that  it captures the ~eibnizian infinitesimal calculus is to commit 

gross anachronism.) 

The other theory worth a special mention is quantum theory. At nume- 
rous points this verges on, or into, the inconsistent (for exampl% in the 
area of the Dirac ~ function~). Of particular interest is also the use of 
paraconsisteney in connection with casual anomalies. Quantum logio 
avoids the inconsistency generated by the two-slit experiment by drop- 
ping distributivity. A paraeonsistent logic could allow the contraclictioa 
to be derived: because of the failure el ex false quodlibet this would not  
matter.  But what consequences (even empirical consequences) this woulcl 
have has scarcely been investigated. 2~ 

So much for what is provable about the inconsistent. The other side 
of this question is of course r 'What isn't provable?'. The only theory tha t  
has been investigated in this respect is naive set theory and again, investi- 
gations are in their infancy. The question of the underlying logic is here 
absolutely crucial. Arruda and da Costa in their article in this velum% 
discuss naive set theory based on a weak relevant system P. This theory 

19 See BL C. Costa "On the Theory o~ Ineonsisten~ ~ormal  Systems",  Notre Dame 
Journal of .Formal .Logic XV, 1974, 497-510. 

2o See R. Rout ley "Ultralogie  as Universa l"  pr in ted  as the Appendix in Exploring 
Me~nong's Jungle and Beyond, A. N. U., 1980. 

21 We owe this point  to C. 2ffortensen. 
22 But  see Routley op eft. 
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is certainly inconsistent,  bu t  t hey  show tha t  there  are formulas which a r e  
not  p rovab ly  entai led b y  the axioms of the  logic and set theory.  The stron- 
gest  result  in this area is due to B r a d y  2a who has p roved  tha t  set  t heo ry  
based  on quite a s trong depth  re levant  logic is inconsis tent  bu t  non-tr ivial .  
I t  is known tha t  set t heo ry  based on a slightly stronger re levant  (bu t  
depth  irrelevant) logic is not  only inconsis tent  b u t  trivial. 24 Of course ,  
proving tha t  some  things are no~ provable  is only the  first  step. De te rmin ing  
w h a t  isn ' t  provable  in various of these theories is the  next .  

The most  celebrated result  abou t  what  is not  provable  in theories based  
on classical logic is, of course, GSdePs incompleteness theorem. Since t h e  
assumpt ion oi consistency is an  impor tan t  p~rt  of proofs of this theorem, 
the  s tandard  proof techniques cannot  be  applied to inconsistent  theories .  
Thus the  questions of the  completness of naive set theory~ semant ical ly  
closed ari thmeti% etc., are open. I t  is wor th  not ing tha t  GddePs second 
incompleteness theorem (concerning the  unprovabi l i ty  of cons is tency)  
fails even for consistent  theories based on re levant  logics/s 

5. Concluding remarks: wider horizons 

In  this final section we will indicate jus t  a couple of the  wider a spec t s  
of paraconsis tency.  First~ it will ~Jlready be  clear tha t  there  are m a n y  
logical problems in the  field of paracons is tency  tha t  require work. t towever  
there  are several more which we have  not  indicated. There is, for example ,  
a hos t  of problems concerning quantif icat ion and  re levant  logic/~ The 
area of paraconsis tent  tense  and  deontic logics has hardly  been touched  :r  
and  nei ther  has the  connect ion be tween  paraconsis tency and vagueness/8~ 
These are jus t  th ree  of the  more open areas. 

Second, it is ev ident  tha t  paracons is tency and par t icular ly  dialetheism 
have deep philosophical consequences.  Much t radi t ional  as well as common- 
sense thought  is predic ted  on the  assumpt ion tha t  contradict ions are 
uni formly fa lse /unacceptable /disas t rous .  This assumpt ion  m u s t  be s h a k e n  

o f f ,  or a t  least  res t r ic ted to its legi t imate domain:  the  consistent.  Here  
again~ the comparison with infinity is useful. ~any of our conceptions 

2a R. Brady "The l~on-Triviality of Dialectical Set Theory" in Priest and others, 
op eit. 

2~ See J. Slaney " ~ W X  is not Curry Paraconsistent" in Priest and others, op cit. 
2~ See I~. 3/[eyer "Relevant Arithmetic", Polish Academy of Science, Bul le t in  

of  the Section of Logic 5(4), 1976. 
~ See R. Routley "Problems and Solutions in the Semantics of Quantified Relevant 

Logics", Mathematical Logic in  Lat in America, It. Holland, 1980. eds. Arruda, et at. 
27 But see G. Priest "To be and not to be: Dialectial Tense Logic", Stadia J~ogica, 

41, Yes. 2/3, 1982, 249-268. 
2s But see C. Pinter "Logic of Inherent Ambiguity", Prec. of  the 3rd Brazilian Gonfe o- 

q'ence on Mathematical Logic, eds. A. Arruda et aI., N. Holland, 1980. 
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concerning size, such as tha t  the  whole must  be  greater  than  the  part~ 
are  drawn f rom the  finite. The realization tha t  these  principles do not  
apply  universal ly bu t  only in finite domains was an impor tan t  one. The 
realisation that ,  say, disjunctive syllogism is applicable only in consistent  
domains  is, we think, similarly impor tant .  

This is not  the  place to t race the  philosophical implications of para-  
consis tency.  29 However  one tha t  is hard  to avoid ment ioning is the  effect  
o f  paraconsis tency on dialectics. The not ion of a logical contradict ion 
:has always been central  to dialectics, a~ And because of a widespread  belief 
t h a t  contradictions cannot  be  realised~ dialectics has of ten been wri t ten  
of f  as incoherent  (especially in Anglo-American philosophy).  Alternati-  
ve ly ,  the  notion of contradict ion has been  weakened  (to e.g. t ha t  of op- 
pos ing tendencies),  thus  distort ing the  dialectical tradit ion.  In  pu t t ing  
an end to these  react ionary  and revisionary tendencies,  paraconsis tency 
will have  a l iberating effect  on the  s tudy  of dialectics. In  his article in 
this  volume Smolenov discusses one paraeonsis tent  approach to dialectics. 

However ,  consis tency assumptions are not  so easy to shake off, preci- 
.sely because reasoning is so commonly  predica ted  on them. For  example,  
it is of ten said even b y  the  exponents  of paraeonsis tent  logic 31 tha t  a 
pa racons i s t en t  logic should not  contain the  law of non-contradic t ion  
-.~ (AA H A ) .  W h y  no t?  P re sumab ly  because in an inconsistent  theory  

w e  will have  theorems of the  form A A ~ A. B u t  of course this a rgument  
succeeds only if a consistency assumption is made!  In  this respect  even 
paraeonsis tent  logicians are prone to lapse into the  consistency habit .  
H o w e v e r  t hey  have  a t  least  emancipa ted  themselves  f rom consistency, 
a n d  no longer live in superst i t ious fear and awe of contradict ions.  3~ 
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39 Some of these are discussed in Priest and others, op cir., eh. 19. 
a0 See Priest and others, op cit., eh. 2. 
~lSee for example da Costa op cit. 
a2 L. Wittgenstein, Philosophical Remarks, Blaekwell, 1964, p. 332 and t~emarks 

on  the Poundations of Mathematics, Blackwell, 1956, 13. 53. 
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